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greatly pleased and impressed with the splendid physiques and fine personalities of many of the individuals of the group
The abundance of rain the fertility of the soil and the warm climate make plant growth most luxuriant on the
eastern slopes of the andes it is of interest that in passing from the capital lima across the desert stretch
between the ocean and the mountains and then up the wall of the andes to an altitude of sixteen thousand
feet and then down to the plateau at about twelve thousand feet and up again over the eastern range and
down into the amazon basin one has passed through the tropics temperate zone and sub arctic zones with
varieties of plant life corresponding to each a distance of a few hundred yards will often divide the limits of
particular birds and flowers when one reaches the foothills of the andes on the eastern side he is in a region
of rushing streams teeming with fish a region of tropical fruits and vegetables it is in this setting that some of
the finest indians we have seen were enjoying life in its fullness the type of shelter is very simple indeed
consisting as it does of a framework covered with banana and palm leaves we were privileged to meet by
special arrangement about thirty of this tribe who had been brought from some distance by the officials of
the perene colony owned and operated by the peruvian corporation in fig 89 will be seen the chief and one of
the noble women of his retinue they understood that they would have their pictures taken and came dressed
in royal regalia typical countenances are seen in figs 90 and 91 these people have very kind faces with broad
dental arches and a high sense of humor they decorated their faces especially for their photograph in the
entire group associated with this chief i did not find a single tooth that had been attacked by dental caries the
fine dental arches are illustrated in figs 90 and 91 many of these young men had really noble countenances
such as would rate them as leaders in modern science and culture
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taken in their tribal regalia note the splendid features of both and the noble carriage of the woman
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The high andean plateau extends throughout the length ofBack
peru between
to Topthe mountain chains the present indian stock was studied in four different places in the high
plateau country the farthest north being huaras in this area we were materially assisted by the governor of the province who very kindly sent messengers and brought
down indian families from high altitudes to the police headquarters at huaras this place is at an elevation of about 11 000 feet we had an opportunity to study also
many who had come from the higher altitudes to the markets to sell their wares huaras lies in a fertile valley that has been in contact with modern civilization for many
decades this vicinity therefore provided a wide range in classes of people from indians who are isolated to those who are living in highly modernized groups in addition
to the opportunity for studying the older people there were opportunities for studying adolescents in the two high schools one for girls and one for boys some were
pure bloods who had been highly isolated in their formative and childhood periods the mixed bloods had been considerably modernized there were some whites i was
told by the prefect and others who were well informed that there was quite a distinct difference between the indians who were living in the high northern cordillera the
western andean range called the black mountains and those living in the eastern range or white mountains the latter were physically much better built and were least
modernized typical low immunity to caries and changes in facial and dental arch form were found in these modernized groups
Another important area in which the native indians were studied was chiclayo this district is unique in large part because of the influence of the modern civilization at
lima with which it is connected by the railroad the native market here is very large and occupies about a mile of the main street of the town through which no traffic
except pedestrian traffic can pass while the market is in session the town has been under the influence of the spanish since the time of the conquest it has many
colonial buildings and a large cathedral it has not however accommodations for the influx of tourists who come out of curiosity for the purchase of indian wares with the
aid of the prefect even though no public accommodations were available we were made very comfortable in the soldiers barracks as the indians came down from the
mountains to display and sell their wares they were brought to us at the barracks since this district has been in quite intimate contact with the nutrition of the
modernized capital we found here many individuals showing typical degeneration of the teeth and dental arches
The adaptation of racial characteristics to the environment in which they have developed is very strikingly illustrated in the indian cultures of the amazon jungle district
we were very fortunate in being able to make studies of some groups living at present as did their ancestors through countless centuries in the amazon basin we were
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